
The __of January
Classwork

 9 класс
Занятие 7. Healthy living guide

Интернет-урок 4. Facts and myths about your health







Medical myths

Each person uses 
only 10% of his or her 
brain’s
resources



Medical myths

Carrots can improve 
vision



Medical myths

Mobile devices cause significant 
electromagnetic interference in 
hospitals.



Medical myths

Reading in dim light makes your 
vision worse



Medical Myths are common beliefs, rarely based on facts
• Some people believe drinking eight glasses of water a day can bring good health, 

while reading in dim light damages eyesight. Others believe we only use 10 % of our 
brains or that eating turkey is really tiring. But some scientists say that these are 
actually “medical myths”. Some are absolutely untrue, while others are impossible to 
prove, the British Medical Journal reports.

• Scientists from the Indiana University School of Medicine studied medical literature 
to find facts for each myth. They found information dated to 1945 suggesting that 
healthy people should drink eight glasses of water each day. But they say there are 
no facts supporting that recommendation. Studies also show that most people get 
enough water drinking juice, milk and even coffee.

• The myth that people use only 10 per cent of the brain has been around for more 
than a century. Some people believe it came from Albert Einstein, although there are 
no facts to prove that. What the scientists did find were studies that show people use 
much more than 10 percent of their brains.



• As for reading in dim light, doctors say that it can cause eye discomfort. 
This uncomfortable effect goes along with the feeling of dryness, so it is 
difficult to focus, but it does not cause permanent damage, the authors 
say.

• What about eating turkey? Does it really make you especially tired?
Perhaps the reason turkey has long been blamed for making people extra 
sleepy is because of eating too much of it on Thanksgiving. Studies show 
that eating any large meal can make you tired.

• It is widely known, that hospitals do not allow to use mobile phones near 
medical equipment. They started it in 1993 after Wall Street Journal told a 
story about electromagnetic waves and their effect on medical devices. But 
an Internet search could not find any cases of death caused by use of 
mobile phones in hospitals. They did find reports of less serious events, 
such as false alarms or incorrect medical diagnoses.

• Dr David Tovey, editor of Clinical Evidence journal, said: “The difficulty is it 
is often hard to prove that something is not true. On the other hand, if 
there are no facts, it doesn’t mean there is no effect. Many of these “myths” 
are harmless. However, we are still finding facts that are contrary to what 
we know and expect.”











Home task
Занятие 7 ИУ4
Выполнить ЗОО

GIVE YOUR ANSWER. USING CONJUNCTIONS
LIFE IN FRONT OF THE SCREEN (АУДИО)

Ответить на КВ к уроку




